
Arc Angel (First Run)  Von Simeon 

When Wisdom birthed me 

there was no light 

only a constant cold 

the new cosmos, 

a small, barren place 

an episode of no hope 

 

put to work I 

flooded the void with dancing particles 

grew suns from specks of dirt 

set comets on exciting courses 

sent hydrogen on a merry journey 

 

out out out 

wide and vast I 

pushed 561 million planets into motion 

personally plucked out the best warm spheres 

to serve as centers of galaxies 

 

the empyrean miracle at spin, I 

delved into creating vessels for my essence 

pressed stardust into standing form 

made legs to stand 

nostrils to breathe 

minds to be filled by my mother 

 

Many did as expected, replicate to sustain 

and I was there 

upon every gaping mouth taking in first breath 

to every sealed mouth sighing its last 

 

I was always welcomed 

celebrated 

civilizations voiced homage to my existence 

flattered by the fullness of spirit 

chakras bursted brightly beyond the atmosphere 

charged by my abundance 

lighting their world 

illuminating their galaxy 

lending presience to an evergrowing community 

held fast by my remarkable thread 

 

Over time an interesting thing occurred 

It seemed that I had become forgotten 

Not that my abundance did not exist still, 

within every sentient spirited being, 

but that I was ignored 

placed deep in the bowels 
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while Ego was promoted 

the concept of I as the everlasting One 

became redefined as 

I as the self-contained 

 

the luminent cogs which pushed space-time forward 

became corrupted 

caked over 

left to crust and rust and be tossed aside 

as rubble 

 

once again, came Darkness 

and Darkness became the celebrated and honored 

the expected and the natural 

There from the first breath, 

in the form of the unwanted, 

crying from a waste bin, 

To the sigh of the last breath, 

in the form of the unintended, 

writhing from a fatal wound 

delivered under the auspices of peace 

 

For every cycle of life 

I became the less familiar 

yet still I had work to do 

while these bodied spirits wrestled with principle, I 

took my work elsewhere 

visiting other worlds 

creating more civilizations 

fueling the light of the grand Universe 

 

As long as I exist 

worlds shall move 

stars shall shine 

moons will dance 

and asteroids will collide 

 

If you choose to ignore me 

such is your will 

but the Universe still maintains its core responsibility: 

letting Love be the signature of time 

and time is not Ego's dominion 

it is mine. 
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Song: Nothing Really Matters – Space Designer 


